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Abstract

We study financial markets where agents share risks, but have incentives to default and their financial po-
sitions might not be transparent, that is, might not be mutually observable. We show that a lack of position
transparency results in a counterparty risk externality, that manifests itself in the form of excess “lever-
age,” in that parties take on short positions that lead to levels of default risk that are higher than Pareto
efficient ones. This externality is absent when trading is organized via a centralized clearing mechanism
that provides transparency of trade positions. Collateral requirements and especially subordination of non-
transparent positions in bankruptcy can ameliorate the counterparty risk externality in market settings such
as over-the-counter (OTC) markets which feature a lack of position transparency.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and motivation

An important risk that needs to be evaluated at the time of financial contracting is the risk that
a counterparty will not fulfill its future obligations. This counterparty risk is difficult to evaluate
because the exposure of the counterparty to various risks is generally not public information.
Contractual terms such as prices and collateral that affect a trade can be tailored to mitigate
counterparty risk, but the extent to which this can be achieved, and how efficiently so, depends
in general on how contracts are traded.

Consider a market in which each party trades with another, subject to a bankruptcy code that
determines how counterparty defaults will be resolved.1 A key feature of many such markets, for
instance of OTC markets, is their opacity. In particular, even within a set of specific contracts, for
example, credit default swaps (CDS), no trading party has full knowledge of positions of others.2

We show theoretically that such opacity of exposures, or the lack of position transparency, leads
to an important risk spillover – a counterparty risk externality3 – that, in turn, leads to exces-
sive “leverage” in the form of short positions that collect premium upfront but default ex post.
Such excessive leverage results in inefficient levels of risk-sharing and in deadweight costs of
bankruptcy.

Counterparty risk externality is the effect that the default risk on one contract will be increased
if the counterparty agrees to any contract with another agent which increases the probability that
the counterparty will be unable to perform on the first one. This is typically the case, for instance,
if all else equal (that is, without any increase in its endowments), a counterparty that has sold
insurance sells more insurance to other agents. Put simply, the default risk on one deal depends
on what else is being done. The intuition for our result concerning the counterparty risk is that an
externality arises when portfolio positions are not transparent. In this case, counterparties cannot
charge price schedules that effectively penalize the creation of inefficient levels of counterparty
risk. This makes it likely that excessively large short positions will be built by some institutions
without being discouraged to do so by pricing or risk controls tied to their overall positions.

For example, in September 2008, it became known that A.I.G.’s liquidity position was inad-
equate given that it had written credit default swaps (bespoke CDS) for many investors guaran-
teeing protection against default on mortgage-backed products. Each investor realized that the
value of A.I.G.’s protection was dramatically reduced on its individual guarantee. The coun-
terparty risks were so widespread globally that a default would probably have spurred many
other defaults, generating a downward spiral. The A.I.G. example illustrates the cost that large
non-transparent exposures can impose on the system when a large institution defaults on its obli-
gations. We argue that the opacity of the OTC markets in which these credit derivatives traded
may in part have been responsible for allowing the build-up of such large exposures in the first
place. Indeed, a number of financial innovations in fixed income, foreign exchange, and credit
markets have traded until now in non-transparent markets, the (gross) global notional outstanding

1 The contract may adhere to a uniformly applicable corporate bankruptcy code, or when the contract is exempt from
the code, the bankruptcy outcome may be specified in the contract.

2 CDS contracts do effectively reflect counterparty risk as collateral arrangements embedded in the contracts depend on
counterparty risk (credit rating, for example). Nevertheless, such collateral arrangements are bilateral and do not depend
on the aggregate position of the counterparty.

3 The term “counterparty risk externality” is as employed by Acharya and Engle [2]. A part of the discussion below,
especially related to A.I.G. is also based on that article.
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